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Abstract—A particular property of the matched desired
impulse response receiver is introduced in this paper, namely,
the fact that full exploitation of the diversity is obtained with
multiple beamformers when the channel is spatially and timely
dispersive. This particularity makes the receiver specially suitable
for mobile and underwater communications. The new structure
provides better performance than conventional and weighted
VRAKE receivers, and a diversity gain with no needs of additional
radio frequency equipment. The baseband hardware needed
for this new receiver may be obtained through reconfigurability
of the RAKE architectures available at the base station. The
proposed receiver is tested through simulations assuming UTRA
frequency-division-duplexing mode.
Index Terms—Adaptive antennas, multipath channels, mul-
tiuser/single-user receivers, wireless communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE ADVENT of the third-generation of mobile commu-nications systems has been accompanied by the recogni-
tion of the large increase in system capacity that can be ob-
tained from the use of adaptive antenna arrays. Care has been
taken in the definition of the standard to include capabilities for
space–time processing of the uplink and downlink. Therefore,
a panoply of receivers have arisen [1], [5], [6], [8] which im-
proved the performance of the single sensor receiver without
conveying the complexity of the optimum multiuser receiver
[12]. One of the most celebrated receivers in this trading is
the matched desired impulse response (MDIR) [6] whose ca-
pabilities for reconfigurability and use in both time-division-du-
plexing (TDD) and frequency-division-duplexing (FDD) modes
have been demonstrated [7]. Some unpublished properties of
this receiver are reported here, which allow further exploitation
of the diversity present in a spatio–temporal dispersive channel.
Section II defines the signal model for the uplink channel.
Section III shows two possibilities for spatial front-ends:
a noise-plus-interference matrix inversion (NIMI) receiver,
which can be considered as a reduced complexity weighted
VRAKE receiver and the proposed extended MDIR (EMDIR).
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Similarities and differences between them are shown and per-
formance compared in terms of bit-error rate (BER) equations
for the Gaussian channel are given in Section IV. Simulations
in Section V will demonstrate the superiority of the EMDIR
receiver in realistic conditions. Results show a significant
improvement in the probability of error with respect to conven-
tional approaches, that is, only spatial beamforming or only
VRAKE combining. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
The single-user signal model assumed for the signal received
at sensors after matched filtering and chip-time sampling
may be written in column vector form as
(1)
Assuming the following definitions:
• channel length is chips;
• and are the number of traffic and pilot symbols,
respectively;
• is the number of chips per slot;
• and are the spreading factor of the pilot and traffic
channels, respectively,
then, each term is defined as (2), shown at the bottom of the next
page. is the space–time channel of the desired user whose
size is , [of size
( ] includes the traffic symbols and the pilot
symbols (in case they are I/Q multiplexed) for this user and
is the vector accounting for noise plus interferences, of size
. Matrix contains the convolution of the impulse
response of the propagation channel seen by sensor (computed
at chip time) and the spreading code. The effect of the long
scrambling code can be represented by the time variation of the
spreading code from symbol to symbol, which is denoted with
the superscript
(3)
In (2), five symbols have been plotted for the pilot channel and
ten for the traffic channel.
III. SPATIAL FRONT-ENDS
A. NIMI Receiver
With this model in mind and assuming the interference-plus-
noise as spatially and temporally correlated Gaussian noise, it
1536-1276/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE
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is possible to formulate the likelihood function which, appro-
priately minimized, gives the detector for the unknown symbols
(4)
where is the correlation matrix of the space–time noise
vector . Some assumptions are possible so as to simplify the
receiver.
A.1) The correlation matrix of the noise-plus-interference
could be decomposed as the Kronecker product [2] of a spatial
correlation matrix and a temporal correlation matrix
(5)
which agrees with recent channel models [9], in which the time
and angular spreads are shown to be independent phenomena.
A.2) The physical channel length ( chips) is much shorter
than the length of the spreading code (which is the case when
designing a direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-
CDMA) system), so the matrix is almost diagonal
and the last term in (4) can be neglected in its minimization. In
fact, this is one of the reasons why high bit-rate users allocated
in highly dispersive rural or hilly environments (where delay
spreads are usually long compared to the length of the spreading
codes) suffer from very poor performance.
As in the optimization of (4) with respect to the first term
can be discarded, only the middle term remains in (4) and it
constitutes a sufficient statistics of the problem. Its maximiza-
tion leads to the well-known Rake receiver when both space and
time correlation matrices are assumed white
(6)
The introduction of the correlation matrix of implies a
prewhitening of both the signal vector (which is noted with
) and the desired user channel matrix (which is noted
with ). This operation can be done separately in time and
space (note that apply only on the spatial components
of and apply on the temporal components).
Of course, this receiver could be fully implemented by using
sample estimates of both correlation matrices, but it is usually
the case that the complexity of the resulting structures does not
justify the improvement obtained with respect to simplified ver-
sions. These different receivers can be formulated from (6) by
doing certain approximations on the correlation matrices.
A.3) Temporally white interference. It is a reasonable as-
sumption if the number of interfering users is high.
A.4) In general, it cannot be considered that the interfer-
ence be spatially white. This assumption is realistic only in the
case of a very high number of interferers or in a highly angular
dispersive scenario. Then, the receiver becomes the optimum
vector receiver [11] which will be called VRAKE in the se-
quel. Otherwise, the matrix has to be taken into account,
yielding a weighted VRAKE receiver. If temporal whiteness for
the interference is assumed (and after some Kronecker algebra
[2]), the overall receiver operation can be written as
(7)
It is illustrative to interpret (7) as a coherent combining (max-
imum ratio combining) of the outputs of beamformers (see
Fig. 1), where the eigenvalue associated to the beamformer
gives a measure of the reliability of the information conveyed
by the branch of the combiner. The nature of this receiver is
easily seen from a simple case: assume the case of point
interferers. If vectors are taken as the noise eigenvectors of
each one acts as a spatial interference canceler.
If for some branches the term is too high (corresponding
to a branch with high noise level), the summation in (7) can be
truncated, an operation which is equivalent to a reduced rank
approximation of [3]
where with (8)
where matrix contains the eigenvectors of in its
columns, and the diagonal matrix contains the eigenvalues
. Therefore, the NIMI receiver is nothing more than a reduced
rank approximation of a weighted VRAKE.
(2)
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Fig. 1. Optimum combining receiver with reduced rank approximation (M > R). The gains at each branch are given by the eigenvalues of the
noise-plus-interference spatial correlation matrix for the NIMI receiver.
Knowledge of the matrix has been assumed which is
not a trivial problem. Considerations on its estimation for the
FDD mode of UMTS are found in Appendix I.
B. EMDIR Receiver
A different way to build a spatial front-end is to obtain a spa-
tial combiner that maximizes the signal-to-interference-plus
noise ratio (SINR) at its output. Let us first redefine the signal
model equation as
(9)
where the operator rearranges a vector of ele-
ments into a matrix of elements column-wise. Taking this
into account, it is possible to rewrite (1) as in (9), where matrix
is a Toeplitz matrix built at chip time from QPSK complex
spread and scrambled symbols
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(10)
where and where previously defined, and all terms
belong to the set , , , . The columns of
matrix contain the noise samples measured at each sensor.
It is usually the case that the symbols (chip level symbols,
scrambled with long codes in the FDD mode of UTRA) in ma-
trix are uncorrelated, so
(11)
where is . contains (column-wise) the -length
response of the physical propagation channel seen at each sensor
(12)
The MDIR receiver developed in [6] is then given by
subject to (13)
It may be shown [6] that the choice of the beamformer is
obtained as the generalized eigenvector of
(14)
associated to the minimum eigenvalue , and the impulse re-
sponse seen at the output of the beamformer is .
Note that these vectors are different to those in (7). Being
non null the signal power at the output of the beamformer
through the restriction in (13), takes the value of the inverse
of the signal-plus-noise-plus-interference power at the output
of the associated beamformer [6]. Since the solution provides
beamformers (each giving different SINR at its output), a
straightforward question arises: could the different beamformer
outputs be efficiently combined as in Fig. 1? Or, in other words,
is there any diversity inherent to the multiple beamformers ob-
tained from the MDIR solution? The answer is positive and is
given by the following property.
Property 1: The noises at the output of the beamformers
obtained from (14) are uncorrelated, unless the eigenvalues as-
sociated are equal.
Proof: Let us extend (14) with all the eigenvectors (con-
tained in matrix ) as
(15)
where contains the eigenvalues of (14). By left-multiplying
with the conjugate transpose of , we obtain on the left hand
side of the equation, the correlation matrix of the noises at the
output of the different beamformers
(16)
We have used in the last equality the fact that the left-hand side
of the equation is an Hermitian matrix and the eigenvalues are
real. With no loss of generality, let us assume that has one
multiple eigenvalue , so since the product above is commuta-
tive it can be written as
(17)
By explicitly rewriting the matrix product it is easy to see that
and that has to be diagonal. Therefore, we can con-
clude that
where is diagonal (18)
Therefore, we can use the multiple beamformers provided by the
MDIR receiver and coherently combine their outputs according
to Fig. 1, as long as the associated eigenvalues are not equal.
Note however, that the number of eigenvectors given by (14)
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depend on the rank of the signal matrix (assuming
full rank of the noise-plus-interference matrix). A rank higher
than one, implies the existence of both spatial and temporal dis-
persion in the desired user.
Another property of interest for the analysis of the perfor-
mance of the MDIR receiver is the following.
Property 2: The channels associated to the beamformers
having different eigenvalues are orthonormal, that
is, , provided that the transmitted symbols are
uncorrelated [see (11)]. is the Kronecker delta.
Proof: The diagonality of matrix
stated in Property 1 (17), along with the restriction in (13)
completes the proof.
IV. BER EQUATIONS
BER equations are derived here for the two receivers, as-
suming Gaussian temporally white interference. This assump-
tion is quite restrictive and conclusions should be drawn care-
fully, but it allows the comparison of both receivers analytically.
A. NIMI Receiver
For the sensor NIMI receiver, the multiple beamformer
operation in Fig. 1 can also be expressed as spatial whitening of
the received signal [13]. The selected branch outputs are max-
imum-ratio combined with orthogonal interference plus noise
terms . The resulting decision variable (see Fig. 1) is
given by
(19)
where is the amplitude of the th tap of the channel computed
at sensor (after whitening with ), is the spreading
factor (or processing gain) and stands for the chip pulse en-
ergy. The operator returns the sum of the elements in
the diagonal of its argument. The variance, for binary constella-
tion, is given by (since the noise is spatially whitened after the
spatial processor)
(20)
and the BER yields ( is the number of branches in Fig. 1)
(21)
where is the energy per bit and are the nonzero eigen-
values of the Hermitian matrix .
B. EMDIR Receiver
For the sensor EMDIR, one has to analyze the number
of significant branches (the number of different nonzero eigen-
values). The outputs are combined with uncorrelated interfer-
ence plus noise terms, as it has been state in Property 1. If the
resulting decision variable is considered Gaussian distributed
(22)
where . Since the noises at each branch are uncor-
related (see Property 1) and assumed all temporally white, the
variance is now computed as
(23)
where is the noise power associated to the th branch
(24)
Using Property 2 , then it turns out that
(25)
where is the pseudoinverse operator. Note that the are the
same as in (21). The BER yields
(26)
Using the fact that the eigenvalues are positive and that, in
this case, the arithmetic mean is always larger than the har-
monic mean, we conclude that (for the Gaussian noise case)
, where equality holds if . In
this case, the receivers are the same.
C. VRAKE Receiver
For the sake of completeness let us derive the BER for the
sensor VRAKE receiver. The branch outputs are combined
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with orthogonal interference plus noise terms. If the resultant
decision variable can also be considered Gaussian distributed
(27)
If the noise is spatially and temporally uncorrelated, its variance
is now computed as
(28)
and the BER yields
(29)
If the noise is not white, then (28) is not valid. The true noise
power is then given by
(30)
where vector collects the noise at each sensor output,
is the spatial covariance matrix of the noise-plus-interference,
and
.
.
.
If the noise is temporally white the equation can be further re-
duced to
(31)
Finally, the BER is given by
(32)
After some manipulations it is possible to check that
is always greater than or equal (with equality
when noise is spatially white) to when (see
Appendix II).
V. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Propagation Channel Model
In order to evaluate the receiver in a realistic mobile sce-
nario, we have carried out simulations based on a Gaussian sta-
tionary uncorrelated hypothesis for the channel, assuming inde-
pendence between angular and Doppler spread, as it has been
experienced from measurements taken in downtown Stockholm
in the 1.8-GHz band [9]. There, it is empirically shown that az-
imuth spectrum follows a Laplacian law, along with Gaussian
distribution for the directions of arrival around the mean an-
gular position of the user. The angular spread (that is the stan-
dard deviation of the Gaussian, ) is taken 8 . The number
of rays impinging the array is fitted as a Poisson random vari-
able of mean 25. The power delay spread will be based on the
pedestrian and vehicular models for temporal spreading recom-
mended in the SMG2 documents for UTRA [4]. The amplitude
associated with each propagation path is a complex Gaussian
random variable whose power decreases as the time delay and
the angular direction of arrival with respect to the mobile po-
sition increase. A classical Clarke’s bath-shaped Doppler spec-
trum is obtained by assuming multiple reflections close around
the mobile. The carrier frequency is 2.0 GHz. All sensors have
flat spatial response in a sectored area of 120 , and are linearly
and uniformly spaced at .
B. Simulations
A set of simulations has been performed using up to nine
users of spreading factor 16 in the uplink of the FDD mode of
UTRA [4]. The uplink physical channels of the FDD mode of
UTRA are as follows: each user generates at least one dedicated
physical data channel (DPDCH) along with a single dedicated
physical control channel (DPCCH). Each channel is spread with
a different orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) code at
a chip rate of 4.096 Mchip/s and then in-phase and quadrature
multiplexed in a quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modula-
tion. The existence of OVSF codes of different length allows the
presence of different bit-rate users in the same cell. These com-
plex symbols are scrambled by a mobile-station specific scram-
bling code using either codes from the very large Kasami set
(to allow multiuser detection) or the Gold sequence of length
40 960 (for single-user detection). Fig. 4 illustrates the signal
generation scheme [4].
The UTRA air interface is designed to achieve a full 1 : 1
reuse, which implies no loss of capacity due to frequency plan-
ning. Since all users access the channel asynchronously, inter-
cell and intracell users separation relies on the good correla-
tion properties of the scrambling codes. Under this premises, all
channelization OVSF codes are available to each user so many
DPDCH can be set up to obtain the desired bit-rate (as shown
in Fig. 4) with different weighting factors (noted with ). Due
to the severity of the mobile channel, the dynamic range of re-
ceived powers in the base station (BS) can be as high as 90 dB.
In order to avoid loss of efficiency due to the near–far problem,
a tight control of the transmission power is introduced: every
0.625 ms, the BS sends power control information through the
forward link, and the mobiles update their transmitted power at
the same frequency.
The frame structure is shown in Fig. 5. Each frame of
duration 10 ms is split into 16 slots of duration 0.625 ms, which
corresponds to one power-control period. The DPDCH is used
to transport data symbols, while the DPCCH is divided in three
fields which are used, respectively, for channel estimation
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(PILOT), transmission of power control information (TPC)
for the downlink and transport-format indicators (TFI). TPC
and TFI occupy only the last 10% of the slot duration, so the
receiver is able to estimate and track the channel for the first
90%. Usually, the channel estimation is made using the pilot
chips, and different amplitudes can be assigned to the DPDCH
and the DPCCH channels.
The channel has been estimated using all the chips of the
pilot, so the autointerference of the traffic is very low. All users
are assumed to have controlled transmitted power with no er-
rors. An error of 1 dB showed no difference in performance.
is 15 dB. The speeds of users are 3 km/h, for the pedes-
trian A and B channels and 50 Km/h for the vehicular channel.
The EMDIR, with different number of eigenvectors, the conven-
tional VRAKE and NIMI (with ) have been tested and
its performance plotted in Fig. 2.
In order to evaluate the alternative between multiuser and
single user detection in the UL of the FDD mode, a comparison
of the different proposed receivers with the multiuser receiver
zero-forcing is done (the scrambling codes used are the Kasami
sequences in the later case).
C. Evaluation of Results
In all cases, the performance was superior to the conventional
VRAKE receiver, so we can conclude that substantial gain from
the use of spatial beamforming is achieved. EMDIR also per-
forms better than the NIMI receiver in all cases. Not surpris-
ingly, a significant reduction in BER is obtained for the EMDIR
when using two beamformers, in particular for the pedestrian B
and the vehicular channel, whose delay spread is larger than for
the pedestrian A [4].
This is verified in Fig. 3, where the cumulative function of
the ratio between the increasing eigenvalues and the maximum
eigenvalue of the MDIR receiver is depicted, for different
number of active users. Clearly, the second eigenvalue (that is,
the SINR associated to the output of the second beamformer) is
always significant, although it decreases slightly as the number
of active users increase. The third eigenvalue seems to be only
significant for a low number of users, so it may be discarded.
On the other hand, performance is somewhat reduced when
the number of beamformers is larger (four beamformers), in the
results obtained for the pedestrian channel. The reduction in per-
formance agrees with a known result from estimation theory,
that is, a rank reduction provides improved efficiency.
In other words, more delay and azimuth dispersive channels
allow further diversity gains, so modulations with larger band-
width (higher chip rate) benefit more of temporal dispersion for
the same dispersive channel.
Finally, in the situation described, the EMDIR exhibits quite
similar performance to the zero-forcing multiuser detector.
VI. CONCLUSION
An improved version of the MDIR receiver has been pre-
sented and compared in terms of complexity and performance
with the NIMI. It can be concluded in the following.
• Although the structure of the receiver is the same (mul-
tiple beamformers and coherent combining of their
Fig. 2. Probability of error for a different number of active users, all
transmitting controlled power, for the different receivers. Pedestrian channels
(top-middle) and vehicular channel (bottom).
outputs) the EMDIR and W-VRAKE are not equivalent,
due to the different spatial combiners . In two cases,
both receivers achieve the same BER for Gaussian
scenario: when is diagonal and, when is
chosen. Otherwise, according to (21) and (26), NIMI
outperforms EMDIR, which is not an unexpected result
since we have derived the equations considering Gaussian
noise-plus-interference.
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Fig. 3. Cumulative functions of the ratio of the MDIR eigenvalues to the maximum eigenvalue, for the vehicular channel.
Fig. 4. Modulated signal generation.
• For the non-Gaussian case, simulations indicate that
EMDIR outperforms NIMI. Its performance depends on
the noise-plus-interference spatial distribution as well as
the desired signal spatial–temporal distribution: highly
dispersive channels yield a matrix with similar
eigenvalues, so the use of multiple branches becomes
interesting. In this case, (26) might eventually be used
to have an estimate of the gain obtained when using an
additional diversity branch.
• The NIMI and weighted VRAKE receivers requires the
computation of the noise-plus-interference matrix, which
is numerically difficult to compute (see Appendix I). On
the contrary, the EMDIR receiver may be easily reformu-
lated using instead of [6], so no positive matrix
differences have to be computed.
• The EMDIR with the proper choice of the order performs
very much like the zero-forcing multiuser detector.
APPENDIX I
ESTIMATION OF THE NOISE-PLUS-INTERFERENCE MATRIX
The estimation of the noise-plus-interference matrix is not
a straightforward problem for the uplink in the FDD mode of
UTRA, since we must ensure that 1) the computed matrix is def-
inite semipositive and 2) there are no traces of the data channel
in the computed matrix. We propose here a regularization device
which will allow a proper estimation of and a fair compar-
ison of the receivers. Let us use the model in s (10) and (11).
Note however, that according to the signal structure of the FDD
mode of UMTS, we cannot completely determine matrix be-
forehand since it contains the known chips of the pilot channel
, but also the unknown chips of the traffic channel
where is the weighting factor associated to the pilot (known)
chips and is the one associated to the traffic (unknown) chips.
First of all, it is worth mentioning that the channel in (9) may be
estimated consistently by applying a least-square estimation as
in which uncorrelation between known and unknown chips is
assumed. Under these premises, the space correlation matrix of
interference and noise can be computed ergodically as
where uncorrelation in the complex symbols and also between
the traffic and pilot channels has been assumed, and taken into
account the different amplitudes of the pilot and traffic channels.
The term is included with the following purpose: one of the
shortcomings of the matrix substraction is that it may lead to
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Fig. 5. Slot structure for the uplink in the FDD mode.
nonpositiveness due to estimation errors. Then, the factor can
be chosen conveniently
If this equation has to be positive definite for every possible
vector , then the value of has to be smaller than the minimum
value of the Rayleigh quotient, that is, smaller than the minimum
eigenvalue of the matrix pencil
APPENDIX II
COMPARISON OF BER IN VRAKE AND NIMI RECEIVERS
It is also possible to compare the NIMI and the VRAKE in
the following way (assuming that all the eigenvalues of
are non-null):
where , , and are the ele-
ments in the trace of the Hermitian matrix . The
circular product property of the trace is used in the first equality.
Due to definite positiveness of matrix involved, all and are
positive magnitudes. Therefore, the following comparison is in
order [as taken from (21) and (32)]:
Hence, since all terms are positive, the term in brackets
is positive and the whole is greater than zero. Therefore,
.
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